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From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Gian 
February 19, 2021 5:06 PM
Shared.MunicipalClerk; coucil@canmore.ca; actionalert@y2y.net 
Gian
Bylaws 2021-05 and 2021-06

Hello All, 

some of my views of the proposed ASP’s, Bylaws 2021-05 and 2021-06 : 

 Canmore is at a cross roads.
 One decision  by our council can dramatically change the future of our town, including its natural environment

and our wild neighbours depending on it.
 Should council seriously consider the global context of a rapidly worsening climate emergency ( as officially

declared ), with all the to be expected and already experienced increasing frequency of more extreme and more
severe weather events such as droughts, floods, wind storms, wild fires, heat waves or extreme cold spells- 
town council must come to the conclusion that this newest two ASP's must be rejected.

 Even if one does not care much about the social fabric of our town, the high risk of-  building over partly
collapsed mine shafts and the associated liability issues,-  blocking an internationally important wildlife
corridor,- loosing larger carnivore and ungulate wildlife species, -more congestion of already severely congested
town roads, highways and trails and their parking lots, than one should at least care about the associated higher
costs for the town and the tax payers to support such a massive development and the associated need for more
infrastructure.       Pause        -      Who really “profits”         - other than the already wealthy developers ??

Gian-Duri Giger 
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Chyenne Shaw

From: Walter Hossli <walter.hossli@gmail.com>
Sent: February 19, 2021 4:29 PM
To: Shared.MunicipalClerk
Cc: Council
Subject: Three Sister Village Proposal

Hello, 
I am deeply concerned about Canmore Council considering this large expansion of its footprint and adding many more 
residents to its population. 
 
Canmore’s unique location within the migration route of iconic animals makes this a dangerous path to go on. This is 
also happening at a time when nature is under huge pressure globally with extinción of many animals accelerating. 
Please, for the sake of conservation, have the courage to reject this proposal. 
 
Walter Hossli 
Ph: 403 629-6180 


